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FUGITIVES AND PRISONERSHangeâ€™s interrogation of a Military Police squad has revealed that

Krista (a.k.a. Historia Reiss) is the true heir to the throne. The Corps quickly moves to enthrone her

as queen, but a homicidal MP leads a squad that abducts Eren and Krista and throws the Corps into

disarray. With Erwin arrested and the Survey Corps on the edge of dissolution, are Levi and Hange

finally out of options?
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I really do believe that this is one of the best series I have ever read. That being said, I don't think

this one slows down at all. The scenes are fast moving, even though there isn't any huge action

here per se.Most of this book deals with how the survey corps plan to get out of the mess they are

in, and not with Eren. That alone made me happy that they could focus on others besides the main

three and still have a great book. This is a true testament to the character development of the

stories. The scenes in this book are all very intelligent and well written, with you wanting to see what

the next line of dialogue is, since it is all dripping with content.Finally, the last few pages deal a huge

solution to one of the series biggest questions. The implications of what lies within the last few

pages are gigantic for the series, and it just makes me curious as to how on earth Isayama is going

to explain what has happened.Overall, great read and am a huge fan of the series!

Secrets reveled!? This is the best AOT book ( until Volume 16) Which is coming this summer!



If I'm honest, this isn't the best volume I've read so far. As I read through this series, there are these

points where you get WAY more questions than answers, this is one of those points. There are a

few loose ends tied up but I'm left scratching my head. Anyway, you're not going to read it unless

you've read the others first anyway so what are you doing here! go get the first one! lol.

The last few issues have been an extended set up to something major. They include just enough

intrigue to keep the reader wanting the next issue without cheating them too much with nothing of

substance happening. That is to say that something significant did in fact happen here, but not what

we were looking for.

~4/5Thereâ€™s a lot less titan action here, and instead a lot more human political drama. Not

complaining, mind you.Levi and the group are figuring s*** out. Theyâ€™re figuring out who took

Eren and Krista, and where they are. Theyâ€™re getting all the political s*** done, threatening

people, beating people up. Itâ€™s very bloody at points, and this series does not hold back.Then we

get to see Eren and Krista, and thereâ€™s an odd moment for Krista, but then a surprise with Eren.

Iâ€™m not quite sure what heâ€™s seeing or where itâ€™s coming from. But itâ€™s bringing about

possible answers about Erenâ€™s father and the key he got, and so Iâ€™m excited about that.

Thatâ€™s a story line Iâ€™m really intrigued to see where it goes.I love this series. Itâ€™s exciting

and surprising and violent. I cannot wait for the next volume. The next two volumes are also going to

be special editions, so Iâ€™m ecstatic for those.[More of my reviews are available on my blog,

Geeky Reading, to which there's a link on my profile.]

Absolutely amazing story and the end of this volume was just great. We get a lot of history on Eren

and Historia, as well as a brief history on how the walls were built as well as some history on Kenny

the ripper. The war between the survey corps and the mps comes to an awesome conclusion and

there's a little bit of action on this one. All together it was a great read.

What a great cliffhanger! I'm so anxious for this season 2 to finally come out (supposedly 2016)!

This series is as excellent as ever and Volume 16 could not come sooner!This book focuses on the

Survey Corps struggle to prove that the power put behind the crown is not worthy to rule it's people.

As things start to spiral into chaos, many hidden truths are revealed, as we are told the story from a



new perspective and see yet again why it is so pivitol that Eren must find that basement.
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